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We hope you had a lovely summer holidays and would like to wish a warm
welcome to the year sevens - we hope to see you in the library soon! 
 
 Here is your opportunity to tell us what you’re reading, recommend books,
contribute artwork and photographs, interview authors, write articles, join the
editorial / design team   - whatever you fancy doing! 
 
This September brings us the exclusive interview with Holly Bourne - known for
writing ' It only happens in movies" and " Am I normal yet ?" 
 
Thanks to everyone who has submitted something so far ; for details of prizes and
credits please see page 11 :) 
 
 
We hope you like this magazine and look forward to hearing from you all! Please
bring any contributions to the library or email  
library@PatchamHigh.org.uk 



The Explorer 
BOOK BY REVIEW BY 

 Katherine Rundell Mylo 8RR0 

 
When the plane crashes, four children are stranded in the Amazon jungle. Now they have to
survive ALONE. But was someone there before them? Fred has read a lot of books about survival
and is ready to face the dangers of the Amazon Jungle. Lila wants to help everyone go home. Max
is Lila's little brother. Con doesn't want to do anything to help, she just wanted to go home. As the
plane crashes into the canopy, Fred is suddenly left without a choice. He and the three other
children may be alive but the jungle is a vast, untamed place. With no hope of rescue, the chance
of getting home feels impossibly small. This book is an amazing read. It is a great, roaring, thrilling
adventure, stuffed with wonder and bravery. This is a gripping book! 
 
I love this book because it makes me never want to put the book down. They go on an amazing
journey through the jungle and when they find a hidden city there, hope rises. 
 
Read this book to find out what happens! 
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Where's your favourite place to read? 

I always read in bed before I go to sleep and I
cannot go to sleep unless I’ve had a good
twenty minutes of reading time otherwise, I
just lie awake all night.  

What was your favourite book as a child ? 

I was a big fan of the ‘Very Hungry
Caterpillar’. I’m a very hungry person and
could relate to the caterpillar’s point of
view quite a lot!  

Apart from one of mine?! I read one that’s
coming out this summer called ‘Only Love Can
Break your Heart’ by Katherine Webber and it’s
really, really good. That’s my pick of the
summer for sure.  

What books would you recommend to
Patcham High School students  ? 
 

A book you'd give as a gift ? 

The book I’ve bought the most of in terms
of presents is ‘How To Be A Woman’ by
Caitlin Moran. I do always think that makes
a jolly good gift for boys and girls. 

Who/what inspired you to start reading ? 

The books that got me to continue reading
when I was a teenager rather than dropping
off were the ‘Angus Thongs and Full-frontal
Snogging’ books by Louise Rennison
because they just made me and my friends
laugh so much. They made me realise how
funny books can be and just how enjoyable it
is to read. I think those books helped me
cross that bridge between kids’ reading,
which I always really loved, and adult
reading. 
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Harry Potter & The
Philosopher's  Stone 

BOOK BY 

J.K Rowling Bertie  8RRO 

REVIEW BY 

The Harry Potter series of books are written by J.K Rowling. They're all about magic,
wizards and adventures that could save their lives and everyone else's. There are four
houses at the school: Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff and Slytherin. The Philosopher's
Stone is the first in the series. Harry Potter, currently living with his uncle, aunt and
cousin, Dudley, is in his room (the cupboard under the stairs.) has no idea whatsoever
that magic even exists! He was left on the doorstep of their house after his parents went
missing. He isn't treated very well . Dudley is spoilt rotten and gets whatever he wants-
anything from toy cars to brand new TVs! It's a book for all ages and enjoyable to read
by yourself and with others. Thanks for reading.   
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Am I normal yet? 
BOOK BY 
Holly Bourne 

REVIEW BY 
Evie 10 ACB 

Am I Normal Yet? is a book with pages full of comedy and relatable, yet quite deep issues which
teenagers might face in society - especially at school. Its a good read for those wanting an outlook
into many of the challenges Evie (the main character) faces . 
 
These include a mish-mash of struggles from exam pressures, mental health help through to the
hassle of being a girl in a secondary school. This novel has numerous scenarios that makes you
giggle quietly to yourself and get weird looks from strangers on the bus (not that that's the goal!) 
 
I particularly enjoyed the flow of the writing and how the author mixes it up a bit by adding notes /
worksheets Evie is given throughout her journey - it makes the story really fun to imagine and
understand her issues on a greater level. 
 
10/10 
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Ms Meaker’s Book Club 
W E ' R E  R E A D I N G . . .  

Apple and Rain by Sarah Crossan, worth 8 AR points, is story about a girl

getting to know her mother again after many years apart. Apple and Rain

was one of Ms Meaker’s books from home and she brought it in for the

class. Five students have read the story now and it has become a

favourite in H1. 

 

‘I enjoyed this book because it was unique and interested me a lot.

Apple, the main character, meets her mum again after many years and it 

broke my heart. The emotions the writer uses to describe that moment

were incredible.’ Aaliyah 

 

‘I liked this book because the plot stayed consistent and did not stray

and have irrelevant parts. It was a powerful story about learning to love  

c o m i n g  s o o n :  

 

‘ O n e  o f  U s  i s  L y i n g ’  s o  f a r  t h e  s t o r y  h a s  b e e n  r e a d  b y  

R h i a n n o n ,  S a d i e ,  N a t a s h a ,  H u m y a r a ,  M i a ,  K y l i e  a n d  

F r e d .  
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and appreciate people you may take for granted. It is a heart-warming story of a reunion of a

broken family and the challenges they face to mend the bond.’ Natasha 

 

‘I really liked it. It was full of plot twists and really showed Apple’s struggles trying to balance

school work and home life obstacles. I think this book works well as it really relates to all students.’

Sadie 



By :  Freya N 
In:  8 RES 

By : Jasmine C 
In : 10 ALS  
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Your art  

Wanted: 
Hand in your spooky themed art
work to the library for our Halloween
issue! (By the 28th Sept.)



Gangster Rap
BOOK BY 
Benjamin Zephaniah 

REVIEW BY 
Jay 9CT 

Gangster Rap is about three 16 year-old boys called Ray, Tyrone and Prem
that get kicked out of school for causing trouble, but then they start rapping.
They get famous, touring the world with lots of money and awards… but then
things get messy. 
 
I think it’s a good book for DEAR. 
 
“Not for a long time have I read a book with such a pick me up again” –
Independent on Sunday 
 
Benjamin Zephaniah has three other books, Refugee boy, Face and
Teacher’s dead. 
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Feminist 
A person who believes in the

personal, social and economic
equality of the sexes 

Books about: 
feminism 

Lottie's determined
to change the
world with her

#Vagilante vlog.
Shame the trolls

have other ideas... 

 Matilda is an
extraordinary girl with a
magical mind.  
And she's had enough.  
So all the terrible adults
had better watch out,
because she's going to
teach them a lesson
they'll never forget! 

Vivian Carter is fed up.
Fed up with her small-

town Texas high school
that thinks the football
team can do no wrong.

Fed up with sexist dress
codes and hallway

harassment. But most of
all, Viv Carter is fed up

with always following the
rules. 

In a world in which baby
girls are no longer born
naturally, women are bred
in schools At graduation,
the most highly-rated girls
become “companions”,
permitted to live with their
husbands and breed sons
until they are no longer
useful. 
For older readers



A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S  /  

P R I Z E S   
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Extended book reviews 
each win a £5 amazon
voucher or choose a prize 
 
Mylo in 8RRO 
Bertie 8RRO 
Evie 10ACB 
Jay 9CT 
 
 
Editorial team 
Evie Harman 
Grace Walker 
 
Designer 
Evie Harman 
 
Art work.  
each win a £5 amazon
voucher 
Jasmine C in 10ALS 
Freya N 8RES/HL 
 
Come and claim your prizes
in the library! 
 
 
Finally, huge thanks to The
Reading Agency for their
generous support.   

 
 

We hope you’ve enjoyed the first
edition of the year! A huge  thanks to

Holly Bourne for her contribution , we
can't wait for you to read our work! 

 
If you’d like to join the editorial team,

speak to Ms Jarvis in the library -there
are lots of opportunities and

everyone is welcome. 
 

Thanks to all our amazing reviewers
and to everyone else who submitted

a piece of artwork, 
If you’d like to submit something for

next month’s magazine, (art, book
reviews, creative writing or anything

else bookish) please bring your work
to the library or email

library@patchamhigh.org.uk. 
There are prizes for everyone whose

work is used! 
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Coming soon :

the  

 

 

 

issue

halloween


